Recovery from wine lees
profitability meets efficiency
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Dynamic crossflow
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toso s.p.a., italy
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▲ Dcf skid at toso s.p.a. production facility

The challenge: a step forward in
cost efficiency and yield recovery
when it comes to clarification of wine, the
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Our solution: Direct wine recovery from
the lees, making perlite redundant
rather than focus only on improved equip-
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Results: Higher yield and quality,
energy savings, and less footprint
thanks to our collaboration, toso was able

and downtimes are reduced to 80 h/year.
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3,600 hl/year due to direct wine recovery

housing to handle the retentate was re-

uniquely forward-thinking customer.
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duced by approximately 50% in sized com-
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“For us, switching to
DCF technology was the right decision.
We would do it again.”
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▲ Dcf membranes

▲ left to right: permeate and feed

Benefits
Higher

yield

Technical data
of

92-98%

of

wine

Unit

16.4

typical throughput

hl/h

5 to 16

transportation weight of Dcf

kg

1,800

transportation weight of skid

kg

800

and through vertical shafts

total weight

kg

2,600

no need for filter aids is minimizing costs

installation footprint

mm x mm

2,400 x 1,300

for consumables and their disposal

installation/maintenance height

mm

3,000 / 4,300

multipurpose use by easy transport and

total installed power

kw

15

wide process conditions

noise level

db (a)

68
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Very high solids concentration of 80 to
90% by volumne

■

■

■

no o2 pick-up due to self-venting design

installed membrane surface

DCF 312/16.4
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